Oldest and one of the most visited place in Hampi is known for its architecture and history. Entrance fees is a mere 3 rupees and the person...
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About Hampi
Hampi is a village located in the north of Karnataka, amongst the ruins of the former capital of the Vijayanagara Empire, Vijayanagara. The town lies on the banks of the Tungabhadra River, 74 km away from Bellary. It is located atop a rugged terrain, 467 m above sea level.

The place is a significant religious centre of the Vijayanagara Empire due to the presence of the historic Virupaksha Temple along with many other monuments of the old city. UNESCO has listed the Vittal Temple and other ruins of the town of Hampi as a World Heritage Site.

History of Hampi
The history of Hampi is related with the historical Kishkindha, which is known for the ‘Vanara’ or Monkey Kingdom, whose reference is also there in the epic Ramayana. Hampi was the settlement of main areas of the Vijayanagara Empire since 1336 to 1565. After this, these areas were persecuted by the Deccan Muslim Confederacy due to the decisive location of Hampi with the Tungabhadra River on one side and hills on the other three sides.

The Archaeological Survey of India and other researchers also take deep interest in the place due to its historical and architectural significance. The region of Hampi is full of large stones, out of which the statues of Hindu gods and goddesses have been crafted. The town is also an important mining site due to the presence of several mineral deposits in this region.

People and Culture of Hampi
The place hosts the annual Vijayanagara Festival, organised every January by the Government of Karnataka. Popularly known as Hampi Utsav or Hampi Festival. This cultural affair is a mix of dance, music, drama, processions and a host of other events which take visitors back to the grandeur of the bygone days of the Vijaynagara Empire.

Along with this, the town is also famous for the Purandara Festival, which is held around the end of January to celebrate the birth anniversary of the poet Purandar, in the Vittal Temple.

Things to do in Hampi
The popular Virupaksha Temple situated near the Hampi Bazaar is one of the oldest monuments of the town. Its top is 50 m from the ground with its main Shrine being dedicated to the Virupaksha form of Lord Shiva.

The Hemakuta Hill located at the south of this temple contains early ruins of the Jain Temples and a colossal idol of Lord Narasimha. The sightseeing areas of Hampi are divided into two regions namely the Hampi Bazaar and the Royal Centre, near Kamalapuram. The World Heritage Site of Hampi, the Vittal Temple, is located 2 km east of the Hampi Bazaar.

Travelling to Hampi
Located at a distance of 60 km Bellary domestic airport, serves as the closest airport. Bangalore International Airport is the nearest international Airport at a distance of 350 km. Tourists can avail taxis from Bellary to Hampi and from Bangalore to Hampi. Bangalore airport is well connected to all major cities of India. Hospet railway station, at a distance of 13 km from Hampi is the nearest railhead. Hospet is well connected to Bangalore, Hyderabad and other major cities in Karnataka and neighboring states. Hampi is well connected by road through KSRTC bus services.

Accommodation options in Hampi
Tourists in Hampi can avail various accommodation options, ranging from budget hotels to 5 star hotels.

Information

State: Karnataka
Famous for/as: Heritage
Altitude: 467 M
Pincode: 583001
District: Bellary
Language: Kannada
STD code: 08394
Weather: Summer 20 To 40°C, Winter 12 To 34°C

Featured review about Hampi

Good destination if you like Monuments & Ruins

"We were a group of 4 and visited Hampi over a weekend. We left Bangalore at around 3:30 pm and took the route via Tumkur Road, Peenya, Chitradurga, and Hospet to reach Hampi by around 8 pm. Once you cross Tumkur, the road till Chitradurga is a toll road and is in good condition. At Chitradurga, you need to leave the toll road and turn right towards Hospet. Once you take this road, the road condition is not the best, though it isn't too bad. There are a lot of speed breakers that come up totally unannounced on this road. We had a couple of very bad bumps because there are no indications for speed breakers, and neither are the speed breakers painted. It is very hard to spot them while driving. This was further exacerbated by the fact that the sun sets early in the winter. By about 6:15 pm, it was virtually dark, and the road being just 1 lane on either side, becomes tough to negotiate. The other disadvantage with this route is that there are very very few decent eating options all the way from Bangalore till Hampi.

Just before entering Hospet, we turned towards the Tungabhadra dam and then had to leave the main road and travel via a couple of villages to reach our hotel (Hampi's Boulders), which is across the river from the major tourist attractions at Hampi. The route to the hotel involved some pretty narrow lanes and dirt roads, which are quite easy to miss in the dark. Thanks to some help from the locals, we did not lose much time locating the hotel.

By the time we reached the hotel, it was past 8 and all of us were pretty hungry. The buffet
dinner at the hotel was simple, but very tasty. The hotel grows its own vegetables nearby, and all the vegetables were organic and fresh. Post dinner, we retired to our rooms and went off to sleep early. The rooms in this hotel are built amidst boulders on the banks of the Tungabhadra. The hotel itself is built on a huge tract of land, which includes rice and vegetable fields and some very rocky terrain. The rooms are functional and clean.

The next day, we visited the most famous tourist attractions in Hampi. We had to first cross the river in a motorboat and then the hotel had arranged a guide and an auto rickshaw to take us around. We visited the Virupaksha Temple, The Vitthal Temple, The Lotus Temple, The Queen's Bath, The Palace, The Badava Linga and the Laxmi Narsimha Temple. Despite being the month of December, the weather was pretty hot at 35 degrees, and made it quite uncomfortable for us, given that there was a good deal of walking and climbing involved. The ruins of the palaces and temples were very interesting, especially the fusion of Indo-Islamic architecture, the dye paints used as motifs on most ceilings, the aqueducts and the single stone idols made in granite.

Covering all these tourist spots took us over 5 hours and by the time we were done, the hot sun and the significant amount of walking we had done had quite tired us out. We proceeded directly for lunch to a restaurant called 'The Mango Tree', which seems to be the most popular restaurant amongst tourists. The place was filled with foreign tourists, and the food was as delicious as we'd been promised. Post lunch, we headed back to the ferry, crossed the river and went back to our hotel. The ride back to the hotel passed through rice fields and cane fields, which were full of the Rabi crop.

On Day 2, our hotel arranged a tour of the entire property, which included a mini trek over boulders and wooden bridges. The trek was fun and we got a good panoramic view of Hampi and the surrounding areas. Post breakfast, we spent some time in the room and then checked out to return to Bangalore by evening.

In summary, I would say that Hampi is a good place to visit for people who are interested in history, monuments and who like to visit relics of an ancient era. However, you should keep in mind that Hampi is a fairly hot place. Visiting in the summer would not be a good idea. Also, most of the terrain is rocky and sightseeing involves a lot of walking and climbing. It is not ideal for the elderly and for small children. All the sightseeing can be done in one day, so a weekend trip is perfect. Lastly, the route from Bangalore to Hampi does not offer too many eating options, so I would recommend travellers to either carry food or have a heavy meal before commencing the journey." - Ajit Sridharan, New Delhi, 3 weeks ago

Away from the trappings of modern mayhem

"Get mesmerised, wonder struck totally spellbound. Go back in time. Nature is your hammock, under the twinkling stars beneath the rocks who stand witness to the glorious past embracing the dust of eons. The present still holds the wrinkled hands of time long lost and together they smile at 'still distant' future."
Hampi is a history lovers paradise. Around 350kms from Bangalore, Hampi is a village on the banks of Tungabhadra surrounded with rocky mountains. This UNESCO heritage site is a perfect amalgamation of nature and history.

The monolith structures so magnificent speak for themselves. The remains of glorious past of once prosperous Empire of Vijayanagar are everywhere in Hampi. Wherever your eyes wander the past teases you. Feel the hustle-bustle of a vibrant haat in the ruins of Hampi Bazaar, the opulence of a queen in the Lotus Mahal, the luxuries of royalty in royal step-well/Pushkarni, the drum beats standing atop Mahanavami Dibba, the sweat of labour in Hazarama Temple, intelligence of the architects who designed The Stone Chariot, The Musical Pillars. And so on.

Apart from history Hampi has lot more to offer. One of the best way to explore Hampi is to cycle around(most of the stays offer cycles on rent) it's an awesome place for cycling. Its rocky mountain offer amazing bouldering and cliff jumping options. Take a coracle ride, laze around, listen to your inner self feel the sense of freedom from being wired 24x7.

If you go during Dusshera like me, you'll see one of the most magnificent festivities ever. The entire main road in front of the Virupaksha Temple lit up with earthen lamps just as it has been for ages. A feast for eyes. And one of the safest place for a female solo traveller helpful locals and everyone speaks Hindi.

Enjoy! - Reeta Narzary, Mumbai, 3 weeks ago

Seeking never ends here!
"Well, it was a solo trip for 2 days and a night. Booked hotel for 1 day +1 night. My 'places to check in' list had
-Veerupaksha temple
-Hemakuta hill temple complex
-Matanga hill
-Krishna Temple & Krishna bazar
-Dasara(Navami) dibba
-Elephant stable
-Vittala Temple(Stone Chariot)

Glad that I covered them all in two days. Could do it may be because it was a solo. Try a bicycle ride for a day. It's affordable (100-200 INR), moreover I am sure it will be a memorable one. Don't miss to see sunset at Hemakuta hill with sunrise at Matanga hill." - Chandan Adiga, Bangalore, 1 month ago

Discover Hampi - a monsoon delight
"Located roughly 350kms from Bangalore, Hampi presents itself to be one of the perfect destinations this monsoon. One of the richest & largest cities of the world during its prime, Hampi was part of the Vijayanagara Empire."
The ruins of Hampi are a UNESCO World Heritage site listed as Group of Monuments at Hampi with the Virupaksha temple being one of the most prime ones & still being an important religious centre in current times. Drive down, take a bus, or even take the Hampi Express to Hospet Hampi is well connected from Bangalore and thus is a favourite among tourists (mostly thronged by foreigners).

Hampi is a visual delight due to its stark contrast from most other places with Rocks visible in whichever direction you look at. A perfect destination for people who holds interest in history/nature.

When you come to Hampi, you have two choices to make a stay luxurious in Hospet or Hampi mainland or take a 10 mins boat ride across the Tungabhadra river and stay in one of those magnificent budget resorts in Hampi island situated in the middle of the paddy fields.

Things to see in Hampi:

There are may delightful places both historical and scenic to see and go around in Hampi, but some of the notable ones being the Virupaksha Temple, the Ruins of the Vijayanagar Empire scattered across Hampi, the Vittala Temple Complex where you get to see the magnificent Stone Chariot and the Matanga Hill where you get a birds eye view of the Vijayanagar Empire. All these will take you almost a day's time to go around, so make sure you plan around properly.

What to eat & drink:

You'll get almost every kind of Indian food in Hampi. However this being a historical & religious site, alcohol is not available freely (excepting beer which you will get mostly across all the resorts in Hampi Island). So, after going around all the scenes & sites of Hampi, come back to your resort & grab a beer with some Tandoori Chicken or Gobi Manchurian and keep enjoying the beauty of nature in the midst of the paddy fields as you delve into the darkness of night. - **Saumik Barua, Bangalore, 1 month ago**

**Exploring Hampi-Best one**

"Hampi, the once pride of Vijayanagara empire is now nothing but ruins. On one side you will admire the architectural beauty this place has to offer and at the same time you can't help but feel bad thinking how awesome it would have been if it was not destroyed. And as most blogs have pointed out, Hampi is to be explored and not toured. You can get to Hampi through Hospet by bus or train. Once in Hampi, you could rent bikes for 300rps/day + petrol or negotiate a deal with autos to take you around. We had a car so didn't face problems there. We did not take a guide, mainly because my friend was familiar with the place.

According to me, Hampi can be logically divided into 4 parts. First, the core parts of Hampi which is mainly temples. The second part consists of the various sections of the once kingdom/palace. I will call the third part as everything on the other side of the river. While the first 2 parts I mentioned are mostly ruins of Hampi, the third part has religious significance and...
has offbeat places. The final part is the internationally known yet locally unknown Hippie Island.

The core part of Hampi has the Vittala temple, Vijaya Vittala temple, Stone Chariot, Virupaksha temple, Hampi Bazaar and few other temples when you walk near this section. To name a few places in the second part - lotus mahal, queens bath, hajarirama temple, pushkarni, mahanavami dibba and elephant stable. The third part is other side of the river. You could take the boat/ferry to reach the other side and take an auto to visit places. The major temple here is the Hanuman temple (Anjunadiri). This is the birth place of Lord Hanuman. You will need to climb the steps but it is totally worth it. This place also has the Sanapur lake and a the old city of Anegundi. You can find Chintamani temple complex and Nava Brindavana.

The Hippi Island (Also called Hampi Island). To locate it on google maps, you can search for Virupapur Gaddi. There a lot of guest houses here with prices ranging from Rs 500 per room to Rs 2000 per cottage. Each one of these guest house has cafes which can be compared to the shacks in Goa. This side of Hampi has a lot of foreigners and the restaurants here serve a whole range of cuisines. Though beer is the only alcohol available here, you get hookahs in few places. You could chill out at this side after a tiring day at Hampi.

Additional information:

1) Best time/Peak season is Nov-Feb. If you are planning on staying in the Hampi Island, it is advisable to book rooms in advance. We stayed a night at Shanthi Guest House which was spacious but a cottage costed Rs 2000/-. That is recommended for family. Next night we stayed at Gauthami Guest House for Rs 600/- per room.

2) Laughing Buddha and Gopi's are good places for dinner/chill out. Heard Goan Corner is good too.

3) Taking Guide is advisable if you do not know the history. From what I overheard, the guides point you to a sculpture and tell the story behind it which would be basically from Ramayana or such epics.

4) Going by road from Hampi to the other side of the river is around 45kms so if you have taken own vehicle then you might need to plan accordingly. Enquire about the last ferry service if you are crossing the river for visiting/stay.

5) No place will offer you free drinking water. It might be sunny so make sure to carry/buy sufficient water to keep you hydrated." - Gowrav Shenoy, Bangalore, 1 month ago

Read 122 Hampi reviews on HolidayIQ.com

Top attractions in Hampi recommended by HolidayIQ.com travellers

Virupaksha Temple

Type: Temple
"The Virupaksha Temple in Hampi is one of the most visited sites. Locate don the bank of the Tungabhadra, this temple dedicated to Lord Shiva dates back to 7th century. Not only famous among the religious people, the beautiful stone carvings on..." - Amit Ghosh, Bangalore, 5 days ago

2 Queen's Bath

Type: Historic Place
Entry: Free
Ranked: 2 Of 34
Ratings: 5.25/7 (13 Reviews)

"Queen's Bath in Hampi used to be Vihayanagar Kings' royal pool. It remains more or less even today. The massive pillars around the pool are heavily decorated. The intricate designs are a proof the era it belongs to. The visit will not take much..." - Amit Ghosh, Bangalore, 3 days ago

3 Vijaya Vittala Temple

Type: Temple
Entry: Free
Ranked: 3 Of 34
Ratings: 6.25/7 (10 Reviews)
Timings: Monday - Friday - 07:00 To 19:00 , Saturday - 07:00 To 19:00 , Sunday - 07:00 To 19:00

"This temple has an entree fee (10INR) and the same ticket will be accepted for Elephant stable,if you cover these two on the same day. At Vittala temple, I liked stone Chariot and a few mantaps on the right. Also loved the long road ahead of the..." - Chandan Adiga, Bangalore, 1 month ago

4 Elephant Stables

Type: Monument
Entry: Free
Ranked: 4 Of 34
Ratings: 5.35/7 (10 Reviews)

"The long immense structure with eleven chambers is certainly one of the most well known structures in Hampi. It is located next to Lotus palace. Vittala temple, lotus palace and elephant stable can be seen with one ticket of Rs. 10/- ." - Vyshakh Ramachandran, Kannur, 2 months ago

5 Lotus Palace
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Ranked</th>
<th>Ratings</th>
<th>Timings</th>
<th>Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lotus Palace</strong></td>
<td>Palace</td>
<td>Paid</td>
<td>5 Of 34</td>
<td>5.18/7 (9 Reviews)</td>
<td>Monday - Friday - 07:00 To 19:00 , Saturday - 07:00 To 19:00 , Sunday - 07:00 To 19:00 , Public Holidays - 07:00 To 19:00</td>
<td>&quot;LOTUS PALACE - The shape of the structure is what brought it the name. Basically this is a two storied structure with an open base floor the sidewalls are having tall arched windows. The upper floors have balconies with arched windows. Hook like...&quot; - Prakash Manjrekar, Mumbai, 3 months ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vithala Temple Complex</strong></td>
<td>Temple</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>6 Of 34</td>
<td>6.39/7 (9 Reviews)</td>
<td>&quot;The Vithala Temple Complex is possibly the most picturesque site in Hampi. the temple complex has numerous beautifully carved pillars, shrines and sculptures. The Musical Pillars are a phenomena themselves, in this age old temple dedicated to a...&quot; - Amit Ghosh, Bangalore, 5 days ago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hampi Bazaar</strong></td>
<td>Market</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>7 Of 34</td>
<td>5.58/7 (8 Reviews)</td>
<td>&quot;Consist of the ruins of old hampi bazaar this is a long 2 storied corridor where people used to purchase and sell items from food to precious stones. &quot; - Jyoti Baid, , 1 week ago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hemakuta Hill Temple Complex</strong></td>
<td>Temple</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>8 Of 34</td>
<td>5.85/7 (7 Reviews)</td>
<td>&quot;The rocky Hemakuta Hill is home to many temples. These temples mostly lie in ruins and are believed to have been built even before the reign of the Vijayanagar Dynasty. Climb up the Hemakuta Hill before sunset and discover the history yourself...&quot; - Amit Ghosh, Bangalore, 5 days ago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Museum</strong></td>
<td>Museum</td>
<td>Paid</td>
<td>9 Of 34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Read 85 hotel reviews on HolidayIQ.com

Ratings: 4.67/7 (5 Reviews)
Timings: Monday - Friday - 07:00 To 19:00 , Saturday - 07:00 To 19:00 , Sunday - 07:00 To 19:00 , Public Holidays - 07:00 To 19:00

"Hampi museum provides a detail information about ancient kings. You can see beautiful curved gods stones in museum. Monuments are really nice. Photography’s are not allowed and footwear’s are not allowed inside. " - Nishitha Kn, Mysore, Apr 21, 2014

10 Mahanavami Dibba
Type: Monument
Entry: Free
 Ranked: 10 Of 34
Ratings: 6.07/7 (5 Reviews)
Timings: Monday - Friday - 07:00 To 19:00 , Saturday - 07:00 To 19:00 , Sunday - 07:00 To 19:00 , Public Holidays - 07:00 To 19:00

"It is a platform 80 square feet in area and 22ft in height. It was build by Krishnadevaraya in memory of his conquest of Orissa. There are also similar carvings of hunting scenes,dance postured mythological pictures. This place is again very near..." - Mayuri Sen, Hyderabad, Jul 9, 2015

Popular hotels in Hampi recommended by HolidayIQ.com travellers
1 Hampi International

Price: Rs. 1,500 - 3,500
Ranked: 1 Of 68
Ratings: 5.52/7 (85 Reviews)
Address: D. No. 175/177,
        Station Road
        Bellary Dist
Phone: 08394-222067
Website: Hotelhampiinternational.com

"All 5 stars for Hotel Hampi International. Was more than a pleasant experience. Good and clean rooms. Great ambience. Prime location. One of the best hotels I have ever stayed. One suggestion will be to have a receptionist well versed in English...." - Rahulnath raveendranath, 3 days ago

Read 85 hotel reviews on HolidayIQ.com

2 VSL Wonder Valley Resort

Price: Rs. 3,000 - 3,500
Ranked: 2 Of 68
Ratings: 6.75/7 (1 Reviews)
Address: Narihalla Dam, Taranagar
        Sandur Taluk
Bellary

**Phone:** 9448361392  
**Website:** Www.vslresorts.com  

"That's located on a perfect palace. The experience is excellent. I was on my honeymoon trip and it was so good because of this hotel and the palace that it is located. The rooms were also so nice and the hotel staff was familiar for me. And the food..." - **Surendra pratap Singh,** Delhi, Jun 10, 2015

---

**Kishkinda Heritage Resort**

**Price:** Rs. 2,000 - 5,000  
**Ranked:** 3 Of 68  
**Ratings:** 5.15/7 (75 Reviews)  
**Address:** Sanapur  
**Website:** www.kishkindaheritage.com  

"My expectations were much higher looking into the website. But the water sports area and swimming pool was badly maintained. Breakfast was good. Room service was good. Guidance to sight-seeing was done well. Location is very good. Room could have..." - **Prashanth,** Bangalore, 2 weeks ago

---

**Gowri Guest House**

**Price:** Rs. 600 - 900  
**Ranked:** 4 Of 68  
**Ratings:** 5.65/7 (85 Reviews)  
**Address:** Near Sanapur Lake  
**Website:** www.hampigowri.com  

"Very good resort, near Hampi. We (a family) stayed here for three nights. Enjoyed every bit of it. Family run resort. Harsha and his father were nice to all those staying at this resort. Manju helped us with other things. And my son is missing..." - **Sanjay Chari,** Kolhapur, 3 weeks ago

---

**Hampi Boulders**

**Price:** Rs. 6,000 - 10,000  
**Ranked:** 5 Of 68
Humpi boulders is an excellent resort amazing location superb room and yummy food. The staff is so warm n they make your stay like home away from home. They serve amazing food. We enjoyed d river side camp fire along with barbecue. Walk along d..." - Parinita Joshi, Mumbai, 2 weeks ago

KSTDC Mayura Bhuvaneshwari

The best part of this hotel is the location. It is located very close to heritage city of Hampi. So travel to the heritage city can be avoided. The food and room service is also good. Not a great food but definitely can be taken without much..." - Rajaykumar C, Bengaluru, 1 month ago

Gopi Guest House

"I had a pleasant stay in this hotel. The staff was really co-operative and the room was really clean and maintained. The food was delicious here. There was really good wi-fi availability. It's kind of an old-fashioned small stay place but this..." - Abhishek Pandey, Hyderabad, 3 weeks ago

Mayuram Homestay

Price: Rs. 600 - 1,000
Ranked: 8 Of 68  
Ratings: 5.81/7 (2 Reviews)  
Phone: 9448801852  

"I stayed here for a week in April and really loved the place. It's located extremely close to the Virupaksha Temple and the river crossing, so you'll have no trouble visiting places around Hampi. They don't serve food, but there are plenty of good..." - **Ameya Verma**, Apr 26, 2015  

---

**Shanthi Guest House**  

**Price:** Rs. 700 - 1,200  
**Ranked:** 9 Of 68  
**Ratings:** 5.15/7 (52 Reviews)  
**Address:** Virupapura Gaddi  
Sanapur, Munirabad (Cross River From Hampi)  
Koppal  
**Phone:** 8394-325352  

"Nice accommodation to visit for a clean and peaceful holiday. The interiors of the room are not the best (especially the bed) but would still suggest if you are looking for a quiet holiday that Hampi is known for! Our experience with the staff..." - **Nandan Kacharia**, Mumbai, 1 week ago  

---

**Hotel Heritage Resort**  

**Price:** Rs. 8,500 - 12,500  
**Ranked:** 10 Of 68  
**Ratings:** 6.19/7 (9 Reviews)  
**Address:** No. 48/C & 4B Hosamalapanagudi  
Hospet  
**Phone:** 080-25232329  
**Website:** www.heritageresorthampi.com  

"Overall good experience. Quality of food, pool, activities, room stay was at par with my expectations. They charge extra if you check-in before 12 PM. Staff was a bit careless, they don't even bother to take feedback while you check out from..." - **Chetan Arora**, 1 month ago  

---

Best way to travel from Bangalore to Hampi  
Hampi is situated at a distance of about 350 km from Bangalore. The former capital of the
Vijayanagar Empire, Hampi is well connected to Bangalore by railways and roadways. However, the best way to reach Hampi from Bangalore is by train, an overnight journey. The route is served by several trains, including express trains which are operated by the Indian Railways. The stations on the route have basic passenger facilities like drinking water, restrooms and eating joints serving snacks and local food.

Transport options from Bangalore to Hampi

Bangalore to Hampi By Train: Take the Hampi Express (16592) from Bangalore City Junction, which leaves at 9:00 pm and reaches Hospet at 7:00 am. Reservations should be made in advance, especially if travelling on weekends or holidays. Hospet is the nearest town to Hampi (11 km) and from here auto rickshaws and buses are available to reach Hampi. Auto rickshaws charge around INR100-INR150 to Hampi. The bus stand is a kilometer away from the train station. Train travel is ideal for senior people and families with kids.

Read more Travel options on HolidayIQ.com

- Bangalore To Hampi (291Km)
- Hyderabad To Hampi (315Km)
- Mumbai To Hampi (560Km)
- Pune To Hampi (452Km)
- Chennai To Hampi (480Km)
- Delhi To Hampi (1486Km)
- Kolkata To Hampi (1484Km)
- Coimbatore To Hampi (485Km)

Hampi weather

Best Season / Best Time to Visit Hampi

About HolidayIQ.com

HolidayIQ.com is a premier holiday information portal powered by India's first & biggest travel community; enabling travellers to first discover numerous vacation choices, then plan holiday trips in full detail.